
World Literature: The Art of War 
 
The Art of War is a great reference work if you are going to war. It’s filled with practical 
information on how to create, maintain, and move a successful army, and the writing is 
clear, simple and to the point. The beauty behind this work is not just the content; it’s 
also the style. We frequently encounter literature that is over-written, lacks focus, or 
serves little purpose for its intended audience: not so in The Art of War. 
 
With that in mind, this class is going to create its own Art of War.  However, how much 
information does an adolescent really need when it comes to war? Let’s make our 
document germane to our audience; this class will be writing an Art of Adolescence. In 
short, we’ll be putting together a booklet of numerous chapters on how to be a “good” 
adolescent, and we’ll be doing it by mimicking Sun Tzu’s style and language.  
 
First, let’s look at the actual style of Sun Tzu: 

• Everything is presented in an organized fashion. 
• Short chapters that focus on one topic. 
• Short numbered paragraphs within each chapter made up of numbered thoughts, 

usually no more than two sentences. 
• Uses a distinct point of view: each chapter begins with “Sun Tzu said” and then 

directly addresses the reader with “you.” 
• Use of aphorism, general teachings, and specific strategies. 
• Uses a number of literary devices: simile (“Indirect tactics, efficiently applied, are 

inexhaustible as Heaven and Earth, unending as the flow of rivers and streams” 
[V.6]), metaphor (“There are not more than five musical notes, yet the 
combinations of these five give rise to more melodies than can ever be heard” 
[V.7]—comparing music to moves in battle), parallel structure (V.6-10) 

• Uses a number of sentence tools: simple sentences, complex sentences, compound 
sentences, imperative sentences, semicolon, colon.  

• References famous sayings and quotes. 
 
Assignment specifics 

• With a partner, look at the list of possible topics and select the one that is most 
appealing to you.  

• Brainstorm what you think are the main issues (I’ve included some ideas, but you 
don’t need to address those). 

• Write forcefully with purpose. 
• Use aphorisms, general teachings, and specific strategies drawn from current 

times. 
• You will need a minimum of 20 paragraphs. 
• All paragraphs must be numbered (and subsections lettered). 
• Each paragraph must be a minimum of two sentences. 
• One of your paragraphs must broken into smaller subsections of 5 (see I.13). 



• Copy the point of view. The first paragraph must begin with “XX said.” Select the 
adolescent voice you think best frames the perspective in your piece. 

• Use two similes, two metaphors, and two examples of parallel structure. 
• Use a variety of sentence structures including semicolon and colon (properly). 
• Include at least two quotes from famous sayings or relevant sources. 
• Include a paragraph apologia that highlights all of the above and explains your 

choices. It is ESSENTIAL that you highlight (italicize, bold, etc.) all the required 
items in your chapter and identify them in your apologia. For example, if you 
don’t tell me where your semicolon is and I have to search for it, I’m simply not 
going to give you the points. If it’s highlighted and identified, it will be counted.  

 
Due date: Wednesday, January 15 
The apologia is worth 10 points. 
The written piece is worth 40 points 

• Style and point of view: 10 points 
• 20 paragraphs (each 2 sentences long) and subsection: 20 points. 
• Stylistic techniques: simile (2) metaphor (2), parallel structure (2), semicolon (1), 

colon (1), 2 sayings or quotes (2).  
 
Here are some examples of topics you can write about. Remember, you’re providing 
advice for other adolescents to help them be “winners”: 

1. Family: comparing them to other families, dealing with different types, being 
stuck with them 

2. Friends: making them, keeping them, if your family likes them, if they like you 
3. Cliques: who they are, how to avoid them, how to join them 
4. School: classes, homework, testing, teachers, too easy, too hard, cutting classes, 

getting by, cheating, preparing for tests 
5. Money: work, allowance, none, saving for future 
6. Spirituality: family’s values, “family values,” friends’ values, your values 
7. Future: college, trade school, no thought, living in your parents’ basement, 

marriage, kids 
8. Physical: how you look, how society thinks you should look, how to look the way 

you want, what are different looks, sports 
9. Stuff: the stuff you own, the stuff you want, the stuff everyone has, how important 

is stuff 
10. Popular culture: What it is, how to deal with it, how to immerse yourself in it, 

should you immerse yourself in it, who determines what it is, mainstream vs. 
hipster, are hipsters mainstream 

11. Music: types, what’s cool, what’s lame, how people are defined by musical tastes, 
how to obtain it legally, how to obtain it illegally 

12. Naughty behavior: what is it, who determines what is naughty, how to do it, how 
to not get caught, what to do if you do get caught, what could happen 

13. Relationships: have none, have one, have two, have them at the same time, what’s 
a healthy one, how to get out of one, relationships and friends 

14. Fashion: how to follow it, create it, reject it, etc. 
 



 


